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Abstract
This image seeks to iteratively represent themes related to the availability of life-saving and life-threatening medications. The photograph also suggests the importance of several ethical questions.
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Caption
This image seeks to iteratively represent themes related to the availability of life-saving and life-threatening medications. Today there are many medications available for
previously deadly diseases, such as immunotherapy for cancer, dozens of HIV drugs, and ever more blood thinners for a host of cardiac issues. However, many of these drugs are out of reach for the average person. For example, medication for hepatitis C costs tens of thousands of dollars per patient.1 Treating hepatitis C can prevent deadly sequelae in the infected person and prevent spread of the infection to others, and there are public health benefits to society at large. But who shoulders the price of the drug? Most cannot afford such an expensive medication. All budgets are finite, though, so who decides which individuals get treatment? Which ethical guidelines should guide such decisions? Should drug companies be allowed to charge so much for this treatment?

Another ethical issue suggested by the photograph has to do with the abundance of potentially life-threatening medications, such as opiates. The US is in the midst of an opioid epidemic. More than 100 people died daily from opioid-related drug overdoses in 2016, and more than 11 million people misused prescribed opioids that year.2 How do we balance the needs of some patients in pain against the needs of those misusing opioids? We, as members of the medical profession, contributed to this crisis. How can we best serve addicted patients? In medicine, we do much more than just prescribe pills. Yet the ethical issues surrounding access to medications, or lack thereof, influence our prescribing practices.
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